Is there a way to see a list of all in-person sessions and online learning offered throughout the calendar year?

There are a number of ways to find offerings in the new Learning and Development Portal. One of the options similar to the retired Learning and Development Registration Site is to Search for Training.

Tell Me

1. Login to the Learning and Development Portal.
2. On your Learner Home Page, you will see four (4) buttons in the center of your page. Click Search for Training button.

3. Result: The Learning Search page will be displayed. On the left navigation, use the various Filters to narrow your search or type the name of the event in the search field at the top of the page as pictured below.

Related FAQs

- How do I complete LEAD and EEODF training?
- How do I run a training status report for my staff?
- How do I access my direct report's transcript?
- Which browser/s are compatible when using the Portal?
- How do I take Security Awareness training again (SAT) or review the training?